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A History of Firsts
We began our leadership in innovation and service to
the swimming pool industry in 1962 with the introduc-
tion of a product that revolutionized the industry. We
named it "Keystone Kool Deck". Our product literally
'changed the face' of swimming pool decks forever. That
was just the beginning of a long history of firsts for us.

Many other manufacturers are quick to imitate the
products we’ve developed, but not duplicate our contin-
ued commitment to product innovation, quality and
customer service.
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The Mortex Difference

Leaders in innovation 
for over 40 years
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For over 40 years, Mortex has been the contractor’s
choice for innovative and superior quality products. In
1962, Mortex revolutionized the swimming pool 
industry with the introduction of Keystone Kool Deck®,
a product that literally changed the face of swimming
pool decks forever. Since then, Mortex has continued to
set the industry standards for product innovation,
quality and customer service.

Today, Mortex is the brand to trust. When you’re doing
your best job, have the quality of Mortex products
working for you.

Thank You for Choosing Mortex Toppings
Mortex concrete topping solutions are unparalleled for
your concrete applications. All of Mortex concrete top-
pings are extensively tested to assure you of a quality
product batch to batch, year to year. Whether you do
new installations or are primarily renovation oriented,
the Mortex product line offers you:

• The Original Kool Deck in a wide range of colors.
• Systex: an advanced polymer concrete topping system.
• Systex Stamp: custom patterns in polymer.
• Marquee: decking that defies the elements.
• A wide range of complementary concrete products.

Contact your local distributor and ask for Mortex.



Be Sure it’s the Original
Keystone Kool Deck® was invented by Mortex over 40
years ago. It is a beautiful, textured finish concrete
topping that significantly lowers the surface temperature
of concrete. Keystone Kool Deck features will please
even your most discriminating customers:

• Withstands      
thermal expansion 
and contraction 
better than concrete.

• Requires minimal 
cleaning.

• Proprietary mixture 
of natural organic 
substances and synthetic iron oxide pigments.

• Environmentally safe.

• Unaffected by normal pool chemicals.

Kool Deck: Cool
Then, Still Kool

Colorful Alternatives
Designer Colors are an extension of the Keystone Kool
Deck color line. Made of the same durable formula as
Mortex’s classic Keystone Kool Deck, the Designer Color
Collection provides additional colors and a beautiful
nonskid surface at the same low cost of the classic
Keystone Kool Deck colors.

The colors of the Mortex Designer Color line are
inspired by nature. This palette is made up of deeper
hues, designed to compliment a natural landscaping
environment. Even though this color collection is
darker, it will be more comfortable than plain concrete
in the heat of the summer months.
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Excellent for New Decks or Renovation
Systex® polymer concrete deck system leads the industry
in quality and ease of use. Systex is a three step system
that provides a beautiful complement to new or existing
pool decks, patios and other concrete decks.
Homeowners and businesses can choose from an array
of attractive colors, and get polymer durability that
stands up to wear and weather for years. The Systex
surface is more resistant to oil and grease stains than
plain concrete. It is durable and like all Mortex prod-
ucts, has the ability to withstand high heat and
freeze/thaw conditions. Systex is also perfect for reno-
vating, giving a great look to drab or worn concrete.

• Surface cleans up easily and is more resistant to oil 
and grease stains than plain concrete.

• Has the durability to withstand high heat and 
freeze/thaw conditions.

• Texture gives a great look to otherwise ordinary 
concrete.

• Systex can be used with stencil and other               
decorative applications.

Polymer Topping:
Beauty of Kool
Deck, Ease of
Acrylic
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Systex Versatility
Mortex’s unique polymer deck
solution offers durability and
allows for stamped patterns for
decorative applications.
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Stamped Patterns Create Beautiful,
Durable Topping Possibilities
Systex® Stamp is a versatile polymer concrete deck 
system that is ideal for renovation or custom concrete
decks. This quality Mortex product allows the contrac-
tor to create unique and beautiful stamped patterns on
existing concrete decks and walkways. Systex Stamp 
provides limitless color and pattern possibilities. From
brick to rock patterns, this product allows for maximum 
creativity when a unique solution is required.

• Natural looking textures offer limitless range of
decorative applications.

• Systex Stamp can be used with a wide variety of
stencils and color finishes.

• Has the durability to withstand high heat and 
freeze/thaw conditions.

Creative Solution,
Endless Options



Marquee:
Weatherproof
Pavement and 
Pool Deck
Marquee® is the first 
and best concrete decking
material specifically 
formulated to defy cold
weather climates . . .
beautifully! Marquee is
three times stronger than
ordinary concrete. It is
the striking new pave-
ment alternative that is
more beautiful and less
expensive than pavers,
flagstone, brick, cobble-
stone or tile. Marquee is
extremely durable and
resists damage from
extreme freeze/thaw 
temperature changes.
This means it looks 
great season after season.
Marquee is cooler and
more comfortable than
ordinary concrete even
on the hottest summer
days. Marquee comes pre-
measured and pre-mixed
to make installation fast
and easy. Its incredible
strength will virtually
eliminate the need for
expensive maintenance
and repairs, saving money
year after year.
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More
Brawn,
Same
Beauty



Adobe Buff Aqua Aztec Gold Birch Grey

Coral Peach Rose Pink Sand Buff Sedona Tan

Mauve T5

Terra Cotta

Aqua Auburn Clay Gold

Rose Rustic Tan Taupe

Grey Ivory Peach

Amethyst Brass Brick Red Brownstone

Silverstone Slate Sunset Rose Terrastone

Burgundy Mocha Russet
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Keystone Kool Deck®

Marquee®

Designer 
Color Collection

Almond Malt

Color Selections

All colors shown are approximate.

Systex®



Corporate Headquarters
1818 W. Price Street

Tucson, AZ 85705-2217 USA
Toll-Free 800.338.3225

Phone 520.887.2631
Fax 520.293.8884
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For more information on these products and our 
Plastic and Cantilever Form product lines,

please visit:

www.mortex.com


